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On CBS' TV a.me news Mikeilhllace today had Maurice Stalk, pr
esumeably interviewed 

last night. I case in on it after the begJeeiug of the sequen
ce. Stang' reasons for 

refusing to answer some questions are probative: attorneys i
nstructions and right of 

those to be charged. Be did say that he had the check in ques
tion in his hands less than 

3 minutes, Asked if he were gping to be indicted, the firmness of his
 negative and the man-

ner in which he spoke of others, unnamed, can be indicative t
hat he knows whp is to be. 

It is interesting that he said he would be used as a witness
eagainst one of the accused. 

What is also interesting may relate to outtakes and hence not a basis for analysis. 

Wallace is normally a good-guy type, pleasant in voice and manner. Here he was aggressive 

and sounded on the angry side. .6is face was not on camera. St
uns' was. At the end, there 

was a profile view from the left, not close and not long enou
gh to permit examination 

of Wallace's face (which means two cameramen at least or as 
unfaxed period while the 

one cameraman was changing his position from behind Wallace t
o to his left. 

I spoke to Carl Bernstein, who has recently been carrying mos
t of the Post's published 

work on this story, day before yesterday. Be was then busy, 
but not on any story 41 noted 

in yesterday's paper, so I presume he is working on angles an
d aspects not yet reported 

(and the Post already has more than enough of t)eis), My hunc
h would }be that it centers 

around the oft-delayed GAO report. There is further reported delay. 
Ibis leads me to a 

point I reached long ago with Bob Woodward in discussing this, the GAO detachment when 

there is a l'epublican administration. Wood and said that GAO is an arm of congress and

would, in his view, take a middle course. Yo  possibility that th
is is true remains for 

the basis of a full report on at least semi aspects has 
existed for a long time. The one 

area is possible dispute need not delay the report, could be 
in or handled separately. 

The one real purpose serrM by all of this is Republican prot
ection in two areas at 

least: delay in the trial, which will soon mean without possi
bility of doubt until after 

the election; and providing more time for the cooking of book
s and the fixing of witnesses. 

As a matter of the realities of life, there now is
 no possibility of a before-ice 

election trial because there are enough pre-trial motions tha
t can be filed to delay 

until long after election and enough lawyers to file then. Co
mplicating t is is the Character 

and past of the chief judge of federal district court in Wash
ington, a Nixon hank named 

Sirica, a political, reactionary judge of questionable
 competence in addition. I have seen 

him in court and he has the reputation of being an administrat
ion hacks, Nixon made him 

chief judge and was reported to have been responsible for his
 appointment to the bench 

during the Ike adlleistratione 
However, they may be other needs for time. Some kind of arran

gement is going to have 

to be made with those who will take the rap in this. At least
 one, probably more, lawyers 

will worry about more than jail-disbarment. Others will worry
 about the time thhy spent in 

jail and why they should when others go free and are involved
. So, the behind-the-scene 

epubliean problems are neither few not easily solved. 

I think the pretendedly serious Republican interpretation of 
the law to mean that 

it requires filing of what was collected April 7 is not really s
erious but is one of a series 

of mmmeuvem designed to delay and give the appearance
 of legitimacy to the di7pute, There 

seems to be no reasonable doubt about interpretation. This i
s necessary to s "ld against 

that violation, of course, but there are so many more and ser
ious violations, extending 

even to the form of the filing, that the public use of this a
nd the GAO's contentment with 

it (as well as that of the papers) make the whole affair dubi
ous and I think validate the 

east serious questions abdOut the vigilance and vigor of the 
GAO. 

Meanwhile, today's Post says some of tbe money was tra
ced to xexas Republican committees 

and to oil interests, one connected in turn with the lawyer O
garrio in Mexico. It says this 

money went from axes to Washington to Mexidoe Then to Barker
. Reminds me, the only person 

Stabs denied keo*ing with Wallace is Barker. No questioned as
ked about Hunt, McCord, etc. 

Post today has two sums deposited to security and intelligenc
e services, $50,000 and $100,000, 

which finally cover the $25,000 and $89,000 already reporte
de ut this means that almost 

all of it went through Barker, which I can't imagine unless h
e were a cutoff for, say hunt 

and/or Colson, perhaps Mardian, 6hatiaer. At this point is any 
suspicion unwarranted? But 

such sums could not seriously be expected to be under the con
trol of a Barker. 


